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Green drop program: We conserve the nature
Sajid Rana
Help2Help, Pakistan 

Green drop program by Help4help is a suite of tools enabling adaptive management on fuel oil usage and environment 
conservation. Help4help Organization with special consultative status with ECOSOC since 2015. Industries are the 

backbone of the country and combustion (burning fuel) is utmost necessary to run an industry in Pakistan, some industries 
use organic fuel like tires, coal, and carbon materials. Which cause high pollution. We as NGO convince these industries to 
use a substitute for using carbon materials. Our focus is to provide environmental information on conservation technology. 
We provide fuel oil storage tanks all necessary facilities to convert their industries to fuel oil. Combustion of organic fuel is 
a high-temperature exothermic redox chemical reaction between a fuel and an oxidant release poisonous gases like Carbon 
dioxide, and Sulphur dioxide which result in an adverse reaction on eyes, skin and especially on lungs of children. That’s why 
the use of oil is safe and sound. We visited 50 steel industries and succeed 17 steel industries to convert on fuel oil. We provide 
to 7 steel industries fuel oil storage tanks on low rate installments. Still, we are negotiating with remaining 33 steel industries 
to switch over to fuel oil. The main objectives of this study are (a) To minimize Air pollution. (b) To provide awareness among 
industrialists and common people regarding the use of fuel oil and substitutes which are safe for health. (c) We are committed 
to creating change for a better future of our next generation. (d) We aim at lowering the carbon-dioxide and Sulphur dioxide 
level in the atmosphere which causes depletion of Ozone Layer. (e) We want to spread our green program all over Pakistan as 
well as to convey our message internationally. We need volunteers sincere with humanity who gives hand to hand with us to 
reduce Air pollution and a large team of marketing experts. We provide free of coast converters and fuel oil storage tanks on 
nominal installments.
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